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Bespoke And Beautiful
Escape to the beautiful heart of the Cornish countryside for a one
or two-day jewellery-making course at The Mid Cornwall School
of Jewellery. Located on a farm, the purpose built workshop is
fully equipped for a range of skill levels, from beginners through to
experienced.
Under the supervision of an experienced tutor, hens will spend a
morning learning basic jewellery skills and then wile away the afternoon
designing and making their own pieces, whether it’s sparkly tiaras,
statement necklaces or pretty hair slides, bracelets and earrings to go
with your wedding outfit.
£50 per person per day for a minimum of six people including tuition,
basic practice materials, tea and coffee. A small charge will be made for
materials. The average cost is £10 per person, which allows for several
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pieces using beads, crystals and pearls.
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The Mid Cornwall School of Jewellery | 01726 817989
www.mcsj.co.uk

Stylish Sleepover
Making a weekend of it? Combine the creativity and bonding with luxe
accommodation at one of these dreamy hen hideaways.

The Fish Store
Tucked away in the pretty fishing village of Mousehole, this former
pilchard-packing factory is the ultimate seaside sanctuary for spending a
blissful few days with the girls. Think light, airy spaces, exposed beamed
ceilings, crisp white walls with splashes of nautical blue and snug leather
sofas. Wile away the evenings feasting and supping on wine while
enjoying sublime views across the rooftops and Mounts Bay beyond.
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You might combine your seaside break with learning some new cookery
skills thanks to The Fish Store’s culinary course with food writer Lindsey
Bareham. The three-day course explores the beauty and variety of
Cornish produce, kicking off with a delicious arrival to a homemade
fish pie, a visit to Newlyn Fish Market and the chance to watch some
expert fish filleting. You’ll learn to make scrumptious delights such as a
perfect Cornish pasty, Cornish fish stew, Mousehole seafood paella and
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succulent crab dishes during a series of workshops. The informal culinary
demonstrations come alongside plenty of time for hands-on cooking,
relaxation and exploration – not to mention eating.
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Unique Home Stays | 01637 881942
www.thefishstore.uniquehomestays.com

Belvedere
You want luxury? You got it. Located in an exclusive spot near Carlyon
Bay, Belvedere is a spacious, comfortable and utterly sumptuous setting
to spend an indulgent break with your hens. There are six bedrooms,
five bathrooms, an indoor heated swimming pool with bubble jets and
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lounge area, a gym and an entertainment room with a bar and roof
terrace – the perfect pad for lounging in luxury with your closest pals.
Cornish Cribs’ concierge service will tailor-make a package to give your
stay that all-important creative twist. You might decide to spend a day
crafting jewellery at a local workshop armed with a luxurious hamper
of treats or perhaps opt for a cookery day with fabulous local catering
company Miss Tea, who source many of their ingredients from the wild.
In-house yoga, spa treatments, wine tasting and all manner of other
activities are also available.
Cornish Cribs | 0844 800 2813 | www.cornishcribs.com
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